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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Office of Pesticide Programs 

Antimicrobials Division (7510P) 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20460 

 
EPA Reg. Number: 
 
67262-45 

 
Date of Issuance: 

 
3/5/19 

NOTICE OF PESTICIDE:  
          X  Registration 
              Reregistration 

 
Term of Issuance:   
Conditional 

                                   (under FIFRA, as amended)  
Name of Pesticide Product:  
RWP Algaecide Concentrate LC  

 
Name and Address of Registrant (include ZIP Code): 

Mark Jernigan 
Registration Manager, Pool 
Recreational Water Products, Inc.  
PO Box 1449 
Buford, GA 30515 
 
 

Note: Changes in labeling differing in substance from that accepted in connection with this registration must be submitted to and accepted by the 

Antimicrobials Division prior to use of the label in commerce.  In any correspondence on this product always refer to the above EPA registration number. 
 
On the basis of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby registered 
under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act. 
 
Registration is in no way to be construed as an endorsement or recommendation of this product by the 
Agency.  In order to protect health and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any 
time suspend or cancel the registration of a pesticide in accordance with the Act.  The acceptance of any 
name in connection with the registration of a product under this Act is not to be construed as giving the 
registrant a right to exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered by others. 
 
This product is conditionally registered in accordance with FIFRA section 3(c)(7)(A). You must comply 
with the following conditions: 
 

1. Submit and/or cite all data required for registration/reregistration/registration review of your 
product under FIFRA when the Agency requires all registrants of similar products to submit such 
data.   

 
 
 
Signature of Approving Official: 

 
Eric Miederhoff, Product Manager 31 
Regulatory Management Branch I 
Antimicrobials Division (7510P) 
Office of Pesticide Programs 

 
Date: 

 
             3/5/19 

EPA Form 8570-6 
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Decision No. 545119 
 
 

2. You are required to comply with the data requirements described in the DCI identified below:  
 

a. ADBAC GDCI- 069175-30909; 069175-1750 
 
You must comply with all of the data requirements within the established deadlines. If you have 
questions about the Generic DCI listed above, you may contact the Reevaluation Team Leader 
(Team 36): http://www2.epa.gov/pesticide-contacts/contacts-office-pesticide-programs-
antimicrobial-division 

 
3. Make the following label changes before you release the product for shipment: 

  
• Revise the EPA Registration Number to read, “EPA Reg. No. 67262-45.” 

 
4. Submit one copy of the final printed label for the record before you release the product for 

shipment. 
 

Should you wish to add/retain a reference to the company’s website on your label, then please be aware 
that the website becomes labeling under the Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act and is 
subject to review by the Agency. If the website is false or misleading, the product would be misbranded 
and unlawful to sell or distribute under FIFRA section 12(a)(1)(E). 40 CFR 156.10(a)(5) list examples 
of statements EPA may consider false or misleading. In addition, regardless of whether a website is 
referenced on your product’s label, claims made on the website may not substantially differ from those 
claims approved through the registration process. Therefore, should the Agency find or if it is brought to 
our attention that a website contains false or misleading statements or claims substantially differing from 
the EPA approved registration, the website will be referred to the EPA’s Office of Enforcement and 
Compliance. 
 
If you fail to satisfy these data requirements, EPA will consider appropriate regulatory action including, 
among other things, cancellation under FIFRA section 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product 
constitutes acceptance of these conditions. A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.  
Please also note that the record for this product currently contains the following CSFs: 

 
• Basic CSF dated 2/27/2019 

 
If you have any questions, you may contact Joe Daniels at (703) 347-8669 or via email at 
daniels.joseph@epa.gov. 
 
 
Enclosure 
 
 
 

http://www2.epa.gov/pesticide-contacts/contacts-office-pesticide-programs-antimicrobial-division
http://www2.epa.gov/pesticide-contacts/contacts-office-pesticide-programs-antimicrobial-division
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{All text in brackets [xxx] is optional and may or may not be included on a final label.}  
{All text in braces {xxx} is administrative and will not appear on a final label.} 

 
 

RWP Algaecide Concentrate LC 
  
ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
Alkyl (67% C12, 25% C14, 7% C16, 1% C18) dimethyl  
benzyl ammonium chloride............................................................  .......... 80% 
OTHER INGREDIENTS:....................................... .................................. 20% 
TOTAL..................................................................... ............................... 100% 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
DANGER 
 
FIRST AID: IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.  Remove 
contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.  Call a poison control center or doctor 
for treatment advice. IF ON SKIN:  Take off contaminated clothing.  Rinse skin immediately with plenty of 
water for 15-20 minutes.  Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF INHALED:  Move 
person to fresh air.  If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, 
preferably mouth-to-mouth, if possible.  Call poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.  IF 
SWALLOWED:  Call poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.  Have person sip a glass 
of water if able to swallow.  Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor.  
Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.  
 
Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for 
treatment.  [IN CASE OF MEDICAL EMERGENCY, CALL [1-303-623-5716] [1-877-800-5553] [1-866-
366-5048] [telephone number supplied by supplemental registrant].] 

Note to Physician:  Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage. 
 
See [back] [side] panel for additional Precautionary Statements.   
 
MANUFACTURED FOR: 
RECREATIONAL WATER PRODUCTS    
[AQUA CHEM DIVISION]      
[PoolTime Division] 
PO BOX 1449 
BUFORD, GEORGIA 30515 
 
EPA REG. NO. 67262-UL 
EPA EST. NO.  5185-GA-1 [(BL)] {or} [(Z)] 
     7616-CA-1 [(C)]  
 
{If multiple EPA Establishment Numbers appear on the label.} 
[Actual establishment shown in code above or below label printed on [bottle] [container]] 
 
[Letter designation in lot code printed above or below on [bottle] [container] identifies actual establishment.] 
 
 
NET CONTENTS: {as indicated on container} 

03/05/2019

67262-45
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{Reader’s Note: Other symbols/qualifiers may be used in place of the symbols shown below. The same symbol 
will not be used for different claims. }  
{Reader’s Note: Marketplace labels must clearly show that the product is for pool use. The algae prevention 
claims below must be preceded by the word “pool” unless wording on the same panel clearly specifies that the 
product is “For pools,” “For swimming pools” etc.} 
 
 
{Optional marketing statements that may be used with all directions.} 
[Made in USA] 
[NOTE: Any questions or comments about [brand name] products?] [In the continental U.S. call [phone number]]. Ask 
for your free pool care booklet.] [Questions or comments call [phone number]] 
[[Questions?] [Pool Care Tips?] [phone number]] [website] [Visit [brand name] Web Site at [website]] 
[For Swimming Pool Use Only] 
[For Swimming Pool Use] 
[For [Swimming] Pools] 
[For Pools] 
[Non-staining and ideal for [swimming] pools] 
[Non-Staining]  
[Will not Stain] 
[Ideal for [swimming] pools] 
[A non-staining [swimming] pool [algaecide] [algicide]]  
[For all Gunite and Vinyl Lined Pools] 
[Not for use in ponds or fountains] 
[For use in all [swimming] pool types] 
[Use in [in-ground][and][above ground] pools] 
[Suitable for All [Swimming] Pool Types] 
[For all [swimming] pool types]  
[Suitable for all [Swimming] Pools] 
[Suitable for [swimming] pool surfaces] 
[Can be used in All [Swimming] Pools] 
[For use with all [swimming] pool filter & surface types] 
[Suitable for opening [swimming] pools] 
[Suitable for closing your [swimming] pool]    
[Suitable for [swimming] pool [opening] [and] [closing]]    
[Swimming Pool [Algicide][Algaecide]] 
[Effective in plaster and vinyl [swimming] pools] 
{Reader Note: Salt pools generate hypochlorous acid using electrolysis from NaCl added to pool water.} 
[Can be used in [Salt] [Saltwater] Pools] 
[Compatible with [Salt] [Saltwater] Pools] 
[Salt Pool Compatible] 
[For salt pools] 
[For chlorine [and salt] pools] 
[Concentrated formula [so you use less]] 
[80% [Active [Ingredient]]] 
[[For use] [Works] in all pool [types] [and] [filter types] [chlorine] [salt] [bromine] [in ground] [above 

ground] [inflatables] [pop-ups] [gunite] [vinyl] [plaster] [fiberglass] [concrete] [aggregate]]  
[For use in all pool types, surface types, and filter types [chlorine] [salt] [bromine] [in ground] [above 

ground] [inflatables] [pop-ups] [gunite] [vinyl] [plaster] [fiberglass] [concrete] [aggregate]] 
[Works in all kinds of swimming pools] 
[For use with all [swimming pool] filter & surface types] 
[Easy 1 2 3 Pool Care Brand System] 
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[Algae [spores] constantly enter[s] the pool by wind and rain [and] [even contaminated swimsuits] [and]                     
[pets]. 

[[Specially][Specifically] formulated for vinyl pools] 
[For vinyl pools] 
[For above ground pools] 
[For in-ground or above ground pools 
[Won’t sit at bottom of pool] 
[Won’t [stain][bleach][damage] pool liners] 
[Won’t [stain][bleach][damage] pool surfaces] 
[[Will not] [Won’t] stain pool liners] 
 
{Optional marketing statements that may be used with labels containing prevention of pool algae directions.} 
[[Pool] Algae Preventer] 
[Controls pool algae**] 
[Controls All Pool Algae Types**] 
[Prevents all types of algae**] 
[Concentrate formula controls all forms of swimming pool algae**] 
[**(Green, Mustard† and Black†† Algae)] 
[Prevents Green, Mustard† and Black†† Pool Algae] 
[A non-staining, all-purpose preventative pool [algaecide] [algicide]]  
[A preventative pool [algaecide] [algicide]]  
[An all-purpose preventative pool [algaecide] [algicide]]  
[A non-staining preventative pool [algaecide] [algicide]]  
[An effective, non-staining pool [algaecide] [algicide] for green, mustard† & black†† algae]  
[A non-staining pool [algaecide] [algicide] for green, mustard† & black†† algae]  
[An effective, pool [algaecide] [algicide] for green, mustard† & black†† algae]  
[An effective, non-staining pool [algaecide] [algicide] for green, mustard† & black†† algae]  
[An effective pool [algaecide] [algicide] for green, mustard† & black†† algae]  
[Controls Growth of Algae in Swimming Pools] 
[Helps Control Green Water due to Algae] 
[Highly effective algae preventative] 
[Keeps pool water clear and free of visible algae] 
[Effective [Preventative] Treatment] 
[Effective in controlling the growth of Green Algae [and [Blue-Green] [Black††] Algae]] 
[Prevents [Green] Algae Growth] 
[Prevents and Controls [Green] Algae Growth] 
[Reduces growth of [Green] [and] [Blue-Green] [Black††] Algae] 
[[Green] algae control for [in-ground] [and] [above ground] [pools]] 
[Controls [Green] algae] 
[Keeps water clear and free of visible [green] algae] 
[For green algae] 
[For fast [Green] algae control] 
[For control of algae growth] 
[Weekly use prevents algae growth] 
[Stops green algae [before it starts]] 
[For water that stays [clear] [&] [free of visible green algae]] 
[Use weekly] 
[Weekly use] 
[Use once a week] 
[1X a week] 
[[Green] Algae Preventative] 
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[Prevents [Green] Algae] 
[Effective [Green] [Algae] [Preventative] Treatment] 
[Fast Acting [Green] [Algae] [Preventative] Treatment] 
[As Needed] 
[Per Use Directions] 
[Concentrated Formula Controls most Forms of Swimming Pool Algae] 
[Prevents Green, Mustard† and Black†† Algae]  
[Stops Algae Outbreaks] 
[Warm weather, unbalanced water or excessive sun exposure provide an environment for algae to bloom. 

Poor circulation, lack of sanitation, and inadequate filtration are the main causes of an algae 
outbreak. Use [this product] as a preventative treatment so algae [doesn’t] {or}[don’t] have the 
opportunity to bloom.] 

[Prevents algae] 
[Controls [Green][Mustard†][and][Black††] Algae] 
[Keeps water clear and free of visible [green][mustard†][and][black††] algae] 
[For [fast][green][mustard†][and][black††] algae control] 
[For control of algae growth] 
[All-in-one algaecide***]  
[All-purpose algaecide***] 
[***Kills green, mustard† and black†† pool algae] 

 
 
{Optional marketing statements that may be used if label contains directions for treatment (killing) of algae} 
[Quick [and] [&] effective] 
[[Fast] [and] [&] effective] 
[Fast] 
[Kills all types [Black††][Mustard†][and][Green] 
[Takes algae from bloom to doom [in just 24 hrs]] 
[Treats [black†] [mustard††] [and] [green] [algae]] 
[[24] [twenty-four] [hour] [hr] results] 
[Works in [as soon as] [24] [twenty-four] [hours] [hrs]] 
[[24] [twenty-four] [hours] [hrs] to dead algae]  
[Kills algae in [as soon as] [24] [twenty-four] [hours] [hrs]] 
[Algae dies in [as soon as] [24] [twenty-four] [hours] [hrs]] 
[24] 
[Results in [as soon as] 24 Hours] 
[Kills algae and clears water] 
[[Yuck! You’ve got a bad case of algae, don’t you?]  
[[Gets] results in [just] [as soon as] 24 hours] 
[What are we waiting for? Let’s kill some [pool] algae!] 
 [When?] {For use on front panel of label as a header above/beside text chosen from accepted label text that 
relates   to the consumer anticipated frequency of product use.} 
[As needed] 
[When?] [What kind of algae do you have? (x) green (x) mustard (x) black] 
[For treatment of [green][mustard†][and][black††] [pool] algae] 
[Kills Green, Mustard† and Black†† [pool] Algae] 
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[[Also] attacks the algae you don’t see] 
[Kills green, mustard† and black†† pool algae] 
[All-purpose algae [destroyer] [killer]***] 
[[Fast] [and] Effective [Against] All Algae***] 
[Destroys algae***] 
[[Fast.] Effective. Kills all types***.] 
[Destroys [Pool] Algae***] 
[Kills [Pool] Algae***] 
[Destroys All [Pool] Algae***] 
[Simple Solution for All Pool Algae*** Problems] 
[Kills algae***] 
[Kills all types of algae***] 
[I take [the] stress out of any algae*** mess]  
[[This] formula kills any kind of algae***] 
[Kills All Pool Algae Types***] 
[Kills All Types*** of Pool Algae] 
[All-in-one algaecide***]  
[All-in-one algae killer***] 
[[Effective], [all-in-one***] [all-purpose***] algaecide that kills [all types of] pool algae to [quickly] clean 

pools] 
[All-purpose algaecide***] 
[All-purpose algae killer***] 
[***Kills green, mustard† and black†† pool algae] 
[Destroys all types of [pool] algae – quickly and effectively****] 
[Quickly and effectively destroys [all] [types of] [pool] algae****] 
[Kills All Algae**** Fast] 
[Kills [all types of****] pool algae in [as soon as] [24] [twenty-four] [hours] [hrs]] 
[****[Black†] [Mustard††] [and][Green]] 
[[3 in 1][All in one]: green, mustard and black algae [killer][destroyer]] 
 

 
{Optional marketing statements that may be used if label contains directions for both prevention and treatment 
(kill) of algae} 
 
[Prevents and Kills Green, Mustard† and Black†† Algae] 
[Kills and Prevents All types of Pool Algae Including Black††, Green & Mustard† Algae]  
[Kills and Prevents Green [Pool] Algae] 
[[Kills] [Prevents] Green [Pool] Algae] 
[Kills and Prevents Green, Mustard† & Black†† Algae] 
[Have leftover product? Use as a preventative treatment, [so] algae of any kind won’t have chance to bloom 

in your pool for the rest of the season. See directions for more details.] 
[Effective [Kill][and][Prevent] Algae Treatment] 
[Algae killer and preventor] 
[[Fast Acting] [All][Green][Mustard†][and][Black††][Algae][Kill][and][Preventative][Treatment]] 
[Kills green, mustard† and black†† pool algae] 
[All-in-one [pool] algaecide]  
[All-in-one [pool] algae killer] 
[All-purpose [pool] algae killer] 
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[Kills and Controls All Pool Algae Types****] 
[A Non-Staining All Purpose Pool [Algaecide]****] 
[All Algae Killer and Preventative****] 
[An All Purpose Pool [Algaecide] [Algicide]****] 
[All-purpose****] 
[All-in-one [pool] algaecide****]  
[All-in-one [pool] algae killer****] 
[[Effective], [all-in-one****] [all purpose****] algaecide that kills [all types of] pool algae to [quickly] clean 

pools] 
[Kills [all types of****] pool algae in [24] [twenty-four] [hours] [hrs]] 
[**** [Black†] [Mustard††][and] [Green]] 
[Stops Algae Outbreaks] 
 

 
{Reader Note: Claims associated with water soluble packaging.} 
[[Premeasured] [pods]] 
[Premeasured for easy dosing] 
[Premeasured algae preventative] 
[Convenient [Unit] [Dosing]] 
[Unit Dose] 
[Unique application] 
[Unique] 
[[Pool] Algaecide in a [pod][capsule][pill][pac]]  
[Pod-based [pool] algaecide] 
[Capsule-based [pool] algaecide] 
[Water soluble [pod][capsule][film][pill][pac]] 
 [New [delivery system] [pod][capsule][pill][pac]] 
[The] [easy] [pool] algae-killing solution] 
[Algae-killing [pod][capsule][pill][pac]] 
[[Kills][Destroys] [green][mustard][black] algae] 
[Anti-algae [pod][capsule][pill][pac]] 
[[No measuring] [No pouring] [No hassle] 
[No need to unwrap] 
[Do not unwrap [pod]] 
[Water soluble [pod] [packaging]] 
[Premeasured for easy [dosing] [application]] 
[No measuring required] 
[[Easy to use] [Convenient] [pod] application] 
[Easy to use] 
[Simple] [Easy] [Convenient] to [measure] [and] [add] [apply] 
[[Toss-n-go] [pod]] 
[Just drop in to pool] 
[[Just] [Throw][Toss] and Go] 
Easy [Throw][Toss] and Go] 
[Drop in and go] 
[Easy, clean [and fast]]  
[Drop in. Destroy [pool] algae] 
[Just [drop][toss][throw] in to [kill][destroy][prevent] [pool] algae] 
Easy Dose 
[No mess] 
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[Leaves no [residue] [particles] [pieces] [behind] [in pool water]] 
[Pre-packaged pod prevents spills] 
[No brushing required] 
[No splashing, [no] fumes, [no] [mess][spills]] 
[No splashing] 
[No fumes] 
[No [mess][spills]] 
[Dissolves in water [in less than 15 minutes]] 
[Dissolvable [pod] [packaging]] 
 [Packaging [dissolves in water]] 
[Pod][capsule][pill][pac] completely dissolves] 
[Dissolves completely [in [pool] [water]] 
[Dissolves in [seconds][minutes] 
[Starts [working][killing algae] in minutes] 
[Fast Dissolving [Application][pod][capsule][pill][pac]] 
[Dissolves Faster*] 
[*than granular algae pods] 
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{Optional marketing statements that may be used with pool winterization directions.} 
[[Pool] Algae Preventer] 
[For Swimming Pool Use Only] 
[For Swimming Pool Use] 
[For Pools] 
[Provides winter protection against [unsightly] pool algae]  
[Prevents pool algae growth during winter months]  
[For clear water at spring opening] 
[One application will protect your pool water from algae through the winter months]  
[No mixing or pre-dissolving needed] 
[Prevents pool algae growth when the pool is not in use]  
[Controls pool algae during winter months]  
[Winter pool algicide]  
[Works in brominated and chlorinated pools] 
[Works in bromine and chlorine based sanitizer systems] 
[Reduces growth of green and blue-green algae in pools over the winter months]   
[Reduces growth of green algae in pools during the winter]  
[Winter Algae Preventative]  
[Great for Winterizing]  
[Effective Winterizer]  
[Prevents pool algae growth during winter months]  
[Long lasting winter protection against pool algae]  
[Closing Care] 
[Off Season Care] 
[Off Season] 
[Winter Care] 
[[At] pool closing] 
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{Directions presented in a table format (p 9 & 10) and narrative format (p 11 & 12) to allow marketing through multiple brands.} 
 
{Water soluble packaging directions in table format to be used for treatment (killing) and prevention of pool 
algae} 
 
Swimming Pool Algae Kill and Preventative 
 
[[RWP Algaecide Concentrate LC] [algaecide][algicide] {or} [This product], when used as directed, is a 
highly effective, non-staining [algaecide] [algicide] that controls algae in swimming pools.  [RWP 
Algaecide Concentrate LC] [algaecide] [algicide] {or} [This product] is especially recommended for 
controlling green, blue-green (frequently called black†† or spot algae) and mustard† algae growths. This 
product is formulated for use in chlorine or bromine sanitized swimming pools of all surface and filter 
types.]   
 
IMPORTANT NOTES: 
1. Store out of reach of children. 
2. Handle with dry hands. 
3. Do not cut packet open.  
4. Do not squeeze the packet as it may burst. 
5. Do not ingest or squirt.  
6. Keep container sealed between uses. 
7. Store in a cool dry place. 
8. When using other products, always follow label directions for those products. 
 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.  Read entire 
label and use strictly in accordance with precautionary statements and directions. 
 
Adjust pH to 7.2-7.6 [and free chlorine to 1-4 ppm] prior to use. Visit [the Clorox Pool &Spa website] 
[cloroxpool.com] [pooltime.com] [aquachem.com] for [free water analysis] [&] [personalized product and dosage 
recommendations]. 
 
Use: [Prevents & kills] {or} [Kills and prevents] [[common] green] [mustard†] [&] [black††] algae for clear water.  

Dosage per  
8,000 – 12,000 gallons 

When/How to Use 

6 [doses] [packages] 
[pods] 

To Kill Green, Mustard, or Black Algae 
1. Add a chlorine shock per use directions and run pump for 1 hour.  
2. Apply 6 [doses] [packages] [pods] [of this product] [per 8,000-12,000 

gallons [of pool water]] directly to the [skimmer] [or] [pool]. [Distribute 
the [doses] [pods] [product] evenly [throughout the pool] [if your pool 
has multiple skimmers]. 

3. Operate filter and pump for 24 hours. 
4. After 24 hours, brush surfaces. For persistent algae, reapply after 72 

hours. 
2 [doses] [packages] 
[pods] 

Prevention/Start-up Dose 
Apply 2 [doses] [packages] [pods] [of this product] [per 8,000-12,000 gallons [of 
pool water]] directly to the [skimmer] [or] [pool] while operating the pump. 
[Distribute the [doses] [pods] [product] evenly [throughout the pool] [if your 
pool has multiple skimmers]. 

1 [dose] [package] 
[pod] 

Weekly Prevention 
Apply 1 [dose] [package] [pod] [of this product] [per 8,000-12,000 gallons [of 
pool water]] directly to the [skimmer] [or] [pool] while operating the pump. 
[Distribute the [doses] [pods] [product] evenly [throughout the pool] [if your 
pool has multiple skimmers]. 
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Re-Entry: Wait at least 15 minutes after use before swimming. [Use Pool brush to break up any undissolved film 
prior to swimming.] 
 
For Best Results: Add [an] [one] extra [dose] [package] [pod] [per 8,000-12,000 gallons [of pool water]] after 
heavy rain, frequent backwashing, or partial drain/refill. Brush surfaces weekly.  
To Close Pool: Add 4 [doses] [packages] [pods] [per 8,000-12,000 gallons [of pool water] directly to the 
[skimmer] [or] [pool]. [Distribute the [doses] [pods] [product] evenly [throughout the pool] [if your pool has 
multiple skimmers]. Operate pump for at least 2 to 4 hours. [Visit [the Clorox Pool&Spa website] 
[cloroxpool.com] [pooltime.com] [aquachem.com] for complete pool closing instructions.]   
 
Before draining a treated pool contact your local sanitary sewer and storm drain authorities and follow their 
discharge instructions. Do not discharge treated pool water to any location that flows to a gutter or storm 
drain or natural water body unless discharge is allowed by state and local authorities. 
 
NOTE: Each [dose] [package] [pod] contains 1.25 fl oz of product. 
 
[† “Mustard algae” is a chlorine-resistant form of green algae (yellow-green to brown in color).] 
[††“Black algae” are blue-green algae that forms in cracks and crevices of pool surfaces.] 
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{Water soluble packaging directions in narrative format to be used for treatment (killing) and prevention of pool 
algae} 
Swimming Pool Algae Kill and Preventative 
 
[[RWP Algaecide Concentrate LC] [algaecide][algicide] {or} [This product], when used as directed, is a 
highly effective, non-staining [algaecide] [algicide] that controls algae in swimming pools.  [RWP 
Algaecide Concentrate LC] [algaecide] [algicide] {or} [This product] is especially recommended for 
controlling green, blue-green (frequently called black†† or spot algae) and mustard† algae growths. This 
product is formulated for use in chlorine or bromine sanitized swimming pools of all surface and filter 
types.]   
 
IMPORTANT NOTES:  1. Store out of reach of children 2. Handle with dry hands; 3. Do not cut packet 
open; 3. Do not squeeze the packet as it may burst; 5. Do not ingest or squirt; 6. Keep container sealed 
between uses; 7. Store in a cool dry place; 8. When using other products, always follow label directions for 
those products. 
 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.  Read entire 
label and use strictly in accordance with precautionary statements and directions. 
 
BEFORE YOU BEGIN: 
1. Ensure all pool equipment is working properly. Clean or backwash the filter following manufacturer's 
directions.  
2. Adjust stabilizer levels to 30-50 ppm by adding Stabilizer. 
[3. Check water alkalinity, pH and calcium hardness with a test kit or test strip. Adjust alkalinity to 80-125 ppm 
for plaster pools, 125-150 ppm for vinyl or fiberglass pools by adding an alkalinity increaser. Adjust pH to 7.2 - 
7.6 by adding a pH decreaser to lower pH, or by adding a pH increaser to raise pH. Adjust calcium hardness to 
200-275 ppm for plaster pools, 175-225 ppm for vinyl or fiberglass pools by adding a calcium hardness increaser.]   
[3. Adjust pH to between 7.2-7.6.] 
4. Check and adjust residual chlorine level to desirable range of 1-4 ppm. 
 
Pools with Visible Algae:   
If algae are visible, apply 6 [doses] [packages] [pods] [of this product] per 8,000-12,000 gallons [of pool 
water] directly to the [skimmer] [or] [pool] while operating the pump. [Distribute the [doses] [pods] [product] 
evenly [throughout the pool] [if your pool has multiple skimmers]. After 24 hours clean out dead, settled algae.  If 
algae is still present, repeat dosage as necessary. 
 
Pools with No Visible Algae: 
[Prevention] [/] [Start Up] Dose:  Apply 2 [doses] [packages] [pods] [of this product] per 8,000-12,000 
gallons [of pool water] directly to the [skimmer] [or] [pool] while operating the pump. [Distribute the [doses] [pods] 
[product] evenly [throughout the pool] [if your pool has multiple skimmers]. 
 
Weekly Prevention:  Apply 1 [dose] [package] [pod] [of this product] per 8,000-12,000 gallons [of pool 
water] directly to the [skimmer] [or] [pool] while operating the pump. [Distribute the [doses] [pods] [product] evenly 
[throughout the pool] [if your pool has multiple skimmers]. 
 
[Booster Application] [For Best Results]: Add [an] [one] extra [dose] [package] [pod] per 8,000-12,000 gallons 
[of pool water] after heavy rain, frequent backwashing, or partial drain/refill. Brush surfaces weekly. 
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To Close Pool: Add 4 [doses] [packages] [pods] per 8,000-12,000 gallons [of pool water] directly to the 
[skimmer] [or] [pool]. [Distribute the [doses] [pods] [product] evenly [throughout the pool] [if your pool has 
multiple skimmers].  Operate pump for at least 4 hours.  [This will help control algae growth over the winter 
months and make for easier clean-up in the spring.] [Visit [the Clorox Pool&Spa website] [cloroxpool.com] 
[pooltime.com] [aquachem.com] for complete pool closing instructions.] 
 
Re-Entry: Wait at least 15 minutes after use before swimming. [Use Pool brush to break up any undissolved film 
prior to swimming.] 
 
Before draining a treated pool contact your local sanitary sewer and storm drain authorities and follow their 
discharge instructions. Do not discharge treated pool water to any location that flows to a gutter or storm 
drain or natural water body unless discharge is allowed by state and local authorities. 
 
NOTE: Each [dose] [package] [pod] contains 1.25 fl oz of product. 
 
[† “Mustard algae” is a chlorine-resistant form of green algae (yellow-green to brown in color).] 
[††“Black algae” are blue-green algae that forms in cracks and crevices of pool surfaces.] 
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: Keep this product in original tightly closed container when not in use. Store in 
a cool, dry, well ventilated area away from heat or open flame. Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by 
storage and disposal.  CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Non-refillable container.  Do not reuse or refill this 
container.  Wrap container and put in trash or offer for recycling if available.   
 
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS  
DANGER: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.  Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye damage and skin 
burns. May be fatal if inhaled, swallowed or absorbed through the skin.  Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. 
Do not breathe vapor or spray mist.  Wear goggles or safety glasses, chemical resistant gloves and protective 
clothing when handling.  Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, 
chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.  Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. 
 
 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS:   Do not mix with other chemicals.   
 
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS This pesticide is toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates.  
 
[NOTE: User assumes all responsibility for use not in accordance with directions.]  
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{Due to the limited print area of water soluble packets only the text below will be printed on individual water soluble 
packets.  Water soluble packets will be packaged in a child resistant container with full label (ingredient statement, use 
directions, precautionary statements, first aid, etc.} 
 
 
 
RWP Algaecide Concentrate LC 
 
Quaternary Ammonium Chloride 
 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
 
DANGER CORROSIVE 
 
See outer container for Precautions and Directions. 
 
EPA Reg. No. 67262-UL 
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[Optional Graphics] 
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[FOR SALTWATER POOLS] 
 
[Salt Pool Compatible] 
 

 
 
 
 
{Algicides are marketed as step five of a five step program to treat swimming pool water for Pool Time brand.} 
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[OPTIONAL GRAPHICS CONTINUED] 
 
{Note: The appropriate symbol(s) will be included based on packaging} 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

           
 

 
         
 
 
 
 


